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Although it may seem hard to believe, there was a time when the works
of Christine de Pizan were not widely read. These days, any survey of
medieval literature that omits her works would be considered conspicu-
ous and unusual. In part, of course, the awakening of interest in the
writings of Christine is the result of a desire, which developed first
during the early 1970s, to seek out women writers who might afford a
different perspective on the familiar territory of medieval culture. Not
surprisingly, the work of Christine’s that is almost invariably assigned to
students is the Livre de la cité des dames, or Book of the City of Ladies. This
book is not only authored by a woman, but is also explicitly devoted to
the effort to promote the reputation of women in world history; as a
classroom text, therefore, this is what we might call “hitting two birds
with one stone.” When other selections from the writings of Christine
de Pizan are provided, they are almost always the autobiographical
passages that appear in her Livre de la mutacion de Fortune and in her
Avision-Christine.1 Once again, the life of the medieval woman – here,
Christine herself – is the focus of study, rather than the broader cultural
milieu in which the works were produced.

This article includes a close examination of one of these famous
passages: namely, Christine’s autobiographical description of how she
was transformed, at the hands of Fortune, from a woman into a man.
This passage will not, however, be examined in the light of comparative
feminist theory, which has been overwhelmingly the norm in numerous
published studies.2 Instead, it will be explored in the context of medieval

1See, for example, the recent collections Writings of Christine de Pizan, ed.
Willard, and Selected Writings of Christine de Pizan, ed. Blumenfeld-Kosinski and
Brownlee.

2Huot, “Seduction and Sublimation”; Schibanoff, “Taking the Gold out of
Egypt”; Quilligan, Allegory of Female Authority; Desmond, Reading Dido, 195; Kellogg,



understandings of change, revealing both how Christine conceptualised
the process of change and how it was articulated within the framework
of Ovidian metamorphosis.3 Christine, like many medieval readers, was
intimately familiar with the moralised versions of Ovid that proliferated
in Latin and the vernacular: her writings repeatedly make reference to
the Ovide moralisé, an Old French verse text in which the metamorphoses
recounted by Ovid serve as the germ of extended allegorical exposi-
tions.4 A comparative look at Christine’s treatment of metamorphosis
and that found in the Ovide moralisé will shed light not only on late
medieval constructions of gender categories, but also on Christine’s
theory of allegory. In short, the aim of this article is to take the first steps
in an exploration of the relationship between metaphor and metamor-
phosis in the allegories of Christine de Pizan.

Christine de Pizan is probably best known as a woman writer of
the Middle Ages. She should, however, also be known as probably the
most prolific writer of allegory during the whole of that period. Because
Christine so self-consciously presents herself as a writer following in the
tradition of earlier allegorists, especially Jean de Meun and Dante, it is
tempting to read her allegories as part of a late medieval literary tradition,
produced by a group of writers having shared assumptions regarding the
function of figurative language.5 It is possible to show, however, that
Christine’s assumptions regarding the function of figurative language
differ significantly from her predecessors, and that they differ precisely
on the basis of how metaphor (a term Christine uses explicitly) can be
understood in terms of Ovidian metamorphosis. This essay therefore
treats three incidences of the term methafore in the writings of Christine,
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“Transforming Ovid”; Nephew, “Gender Reversals.”
3On medieval expressions of the Ovidian model of change, see Bynum, Metamor-

phosis and Identity, 86–101, 166–189.
4Christine cites the Ovide moralisé frequently in her Mutacion de Fortune, as in her

other allegories (lines 1159–1164, 3065–3072, 13913–13918); the editor of the
Mutacion de Fortune, Suzanne Solente, argues that Christine’s description of her own
transformation owes a great deal to the literary models found in the Ovide moralisé (1:
xxxiv). On Christine’s use of the Ovide moralisé, see Campbell, L’Epître d’Othéa,
110–141; Brownlee, “Ovide et la moi poétique”; Blumenfeld-Kosinski, Reading Myth,
171–212.

5On the interrelation of Jean de Meun, Dante, and Christine in the late medieval
writing of allegory, see Brownlee, “Discourses of the Self”; Huot, “Seduction and
Sublimation”; Richards, “Christine de Pizan and Dante”; Quilligan, Allegory of Female
Authority.



using the Ovide moralisé as a key to her innovative presentation of the
relationship of metaphor and metamorphosis.

Curiously, the most useful place to look for a definition of figurative
language in the works of Christine de Pizan is not among her many
allegories, but in her biography of the French king Charles V. There,
Christine uses visual terminology to characterise poesie, the term she uses
to describe all figurative writing, including allegory. She indicates that
language can express meaning apparaument or clerement (openly or clearly),
or else occultement or en ombre (secretly or in shadows).6 This dichotomy is
arguably the most common trope used to define allegorical language, as
understanding is described in terms of clear sight.7 A formulation similar
to that found in the biography of Charles V appears in the preface found
in one of the manuscripts of her last allegory, Avision-Christine. There,
Christine states that she, following the “poets’ manner of speaking” (maniere
de parler des pouetes), writes “under the figure of metaphor; that is to say,
under covered words” (soubz figure de methaphore, c’est a dire de parole
couverte).8 Ordinarily, metaphor is described as a trope of language that
makes the abstract concrete, by offering a visible image; in the words of
Aristotle, metaphor puts the concept “before the eyes” (pro ommaton).9 In
other words, metaphor translates what can be seen only by the eye of the
mind into a form that can be seen by the eye of the body. Paradoxically,
however, in Christine’s description of methafore as parole couverte, metaphor’s
role is instead to cover up meaning, to hide it behind the veil of figurative
language. Though, as for Aristotle, the metaphor makes meaning visible or
“vivid,” for Christine the metaphor is also a covering. In some ways, this
notion of metaphor is close to allegory, with its guiding trope of the
integument or veil.10 It is, however, strikingly different from conventional
medieval practices of allegory in that it is fundamentally grounded in the
notion of change: more specifically, it is grounded in metamorphosis.

Unlike other medieval allegorists, Christine uses the term methafore to
describe her own mode of writing. We have seen this usage already in the
prologue to Avision-Christine; her most striking use of the term, however,
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6Le Livre des fais et bonnes meurs du sage roy Charles V, ed. Solente; cited by line
number in the text. Translations are my own.

7Akbari, Seeing through the Veil, 3–20.
8Reno, “Preface to the Avision-Christine,” 208.
9Arist. Rhet. 3.11.1–2, 1411b; cf. 3.10.7, 1411a-b: see Akbari, Seeing Through the

Veil, 9.
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in medieval vernacular literature, see Akbari, Seeing Through the Veil, 57–62, 102–113.



appears in the Livre de la mutacion de Fortune, where Christine prefaces her
account of how she herself was changed from a woman into a man with
two other accounts of sexual transformation. She first describes Tiresias,
who was changed into a woman and then back into a man, and then Yplis
(Ovid’s Iphis), who was born female but raised as a male, and whose body
took on a male form after Yplis appealed to the goddess Vesta
(1153–1158).11 These two metamorphoses anticipate Christine’s own
metamorphosis into a man and illustrate the relationship of gender to
knowledge. Because he has lived both as a male and as a female, Tiresias
gains special, normally hidden knowledge in two senses. First of all, his
experience of living under two different genders makes him uniquely
qualified to judge a dispute between the gods concerning whether men or
women take greater pleasure in sex. Second, Tiresias’ judgement in the
case causes him to be punished by Juno with the loss of bodily sight, but
rewarded by Jupiter with spiritual sight – that is, the ability to foresee the
future. For Tiresias, then, androgyny enables prophecy. For Yplis (Ovid’s
Iphis), however, success comes not through androgyny but through being
once and for all transformed into a man. Christine stresses the parallel
between Yplis’ transformation and her own by paraphrasing the Ovidian
account of Yplis’  change in the  subsequent  description  of  her  own
metamorphosis, suggesting that for Christine – like Yplis – success comes
through taking on a masculine nature.

Because she herself has been transformed, Christine is able in the
following chapters to write authoritatively on world history about the
sweeping changes wrought by Fortune. In this way, Ovidian change
serves as the necessary precursor that permits the narrator to recount a
universal history in terms of Boethian change, as Fortune turns the wheel
that raises a man to a position of power one day, and throws him down
the next.12 At the same time, the narrator’s transformation, unlike the
historical ones she recounts, is only figurative. Christine elides the
distinction between figurative and literal transformation in her statement
that the following account of her transformation is true – true, that is,
insofar as it is metaphorically true:
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11Le Livre de la mutacion de Fortune, ed. Solente; cited in the text by line number.
Translations are my own.

12On Christine’s use of Boethius, see Cropp, “Boèce et Christine de Pizan”;
Semple, “Consolation of a Woman Writer”; Paupert, “Christine et Boèce.”



Or est il temps que je raconte ...
Comment de femme homme devins ...
Qui trop est chose merveillable
Et si n’est mençonge, ne fable,
A parler selon methafore,
Qui pas ne met verité fore,
Car Fortune a bien la puissance
Sur ceulx de son obeissance
Faire miracles trop greigneurs. (1025–1037)

(Now it is time that I recount… | how I changed from a woman into a
man…. | It is a very marvellous thing, | and it is not a lie or fable | to
speak according to metaphor, | which does not expose the truth openly;
| for Fortune certainly has the power, | over those obedient to her, | to
work very great miracles.)

The denial that her figurative writing is mençonge or fable recalls the
opening lines of the Roman de la rose, where Guillaume de Lorris refutes
the belief “that in dreams there is nothing but fictions and lies” (fables
and mençonges) and declares that his own dream contains a hidden truth
which the reader will, in the end, perceive openly or apertement.13 By
repeating the truth claim found in the opening lines of the Roman de la
rose, Christine implies that the reader of her Mutacion de Fortune will
similarly discover the truth hidden in the metaphor through an effort to
penetrate beyond the covering of figurative language.

As noted above, Christine precedes her account of her own bodily
transformation in the Mutacion de Fortune with the story of Yplis who,
like Christine, was changed from a woman into a man. Yplis is clothed
as a boy in order to avoid her father’s decree that any daughters of his
would be killed, and remains soubs vestement de filz (in – literally, ‘under’
– the clothes of a boy) until her marriage to a woman becomes
inevitable. Fearful that this ruse will be discovered on her wedding night,
Yplis prays to the goddess Vesta for help. She is changed into a young
man through divine intervention; curiously, however, by changing the
goddess involved in the transformation from Isis (as Ovid has it) to Vesta,
Christine implies that Yplis herself participates in the transformation by
being dressed (vestue) as a male. Here, clothes literally make the man.
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13Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun, Le Roman de la rose, ed. Lecoy, lines
1–2. On the couplet, see Blumenfeld(-Kosinski), “Remarques sur songe/mensonge”;
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Yplis’ transformation reveals something interesting not just about
gender categories, but about the status of figurative language within
Christine’s system of allegory. Yplis’ body must be changed in order to
remove the discrepancy between the outer appearance of her clothing
and the corporeal form beneath; it would seem to follow, then, that the
meaning clothed by figurative language must similarly be changed to
remove the discrepancy between outer appearance and inner reality.
Body is to clothing as meaning is to figurative language. Just as Yplis’
female body changes to correspond to her masculine clothing, so
meaning must change to correspond to the veil of language that covers
it. This in turn suggests that, in metaphor, the hidden meaning does not
necessarily hold primacy over the beautiful covering. By likening
metaphor to metamorphosis,  Christine  challenges  the  conventional
primacy of meaning over the veil of language. Which is the “real” shape
of the body, male or female? And which is the “real” meaning?

In order to probe more deeply into the role of embodiment and
metamorphosis in Christine’s use of methafore, it is helpful to examine
Christine’s other uses of the term in the Mutacion de Fortune, the first of
which appears in the course of a description of the magnificent castle of
the goddess Fortune. The gates of her castle are guarded by four figures:
Richece (Riches), Poverté (Poverty), Esperance (Hope), and Atropos (one
of the three Fates, associated with death and despair). These gates are
organised in terms of the dichotomy of light and darkness. Richece’s facade
shines brightly with rich jewels and gold, while Poverté’s side is surrounded
by houses which are “gloomy and dark” (obscures [et] noires, 3437). No sun
shines there (3466), which means that the place is characterised not just by
lack of light but by lack of warmth, so that the half-clothed inhabitants of
the region near the gate are surrounded by snow and ice. Similarly, the side
presided over by Atropos, symmetrically set against that guarded by
Esperance or Hope, is said to be “very black” (tres noir, 3506) and bitterly
cold (3513). Neither sun nor moon shines there (3420), and the entire place
is “gloomy and dim” (obscur et trouble, 3523).

The opposition symmetrically embodied in the four facades of the
castle restates an opposition essential to Fortune herself. In keeping with
classical and medieval conventions, she is said to have two faces, one
white and smiling, the other “black, shadowy, horrible, gloomy” ([n]oir,
tenebreux, orrible, obscur, 1933).14 Fortune’s malignant aspect is expressed
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in the facade guarded by Poverté and that guarded by Atropos, whose
facade is described primarily in terms of its privation of light: “It is so
horrible and dark, terrifying and so shadowy that nothing so gloomy is
found in humanity” (Tant est horrible et tenebreuse, | Espouantable et si
umbreuse | Que nulle chose tant obscure | N’est a humaine creature,
2743–2746). Atropos too is characterised by darkness and obscurity, not
only in how she appears but in how she herself sees: she has “eyes dim
and crossed, half open and turned back in her head” (yeulx troubles et
traversez | Demy ouvers et ranversez, 2795–2796). As one of the three
Fates, Atropos cuts the thread of life and presides over the passage from
life into death. Therefore, the darkness that characterises her signifies
not just ignorance, but death; correspondingly, the absent light signifies
not just intellectual illumination, but life itself.

Atropos is unique among the guardians of the four gates of
Fortune’s castle, for while the other three guardians (Richece, Poverté,
and Esperance) are personifications, Atropos is a figure of myth, one of
the three Fates. Christine addresses this discrepancy directly by stating
that Atropos, unlike her accompanying personifications (or personnages),
is actually a metaphor. She writes: “The gatekeeper is named Atropos,
speaking according to the manner which is appropriate to metaphor;
accordingly, the poet so calls her” (Attroppos a nom la portiere, | A parler
selon la maniere | Qui a methafore compete, | Ainsi l’appella le poete,
2819–2822). In her Epistre Othéa, written  just a  few  years earlier,
Christine identifies Atropos explicitly with death, noting that “the poets
called death, Atropos” (les poetes appellerent la mort Atropos) and referring
to “Atropos, by whom death is designated” (Atropos, qui est nottee la mort;
202.14, 202.23–24; ch. 34).15 This begs the question: Why does
Christine use Atropos as the guardian of the gate representing death
rather than simply personifying “Death,” which would have been more
in keeping with the personifications guarding the other gates? A plau-
sible answer concerns the relationship of metaphor and metamorphosis,
and death’s role as the agent of the final earthly metamorphosis.

Such a notion of metamorphosis would be alien to Ovid, who
explicitly describes the transformation of Myrrha, for example, as a state
in between death and life. Change me, Myrrha begs, so that I may offend
neither the dead nor the living: “lest, surviving, I offend the living, and,
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dying, I offend the dead, drive me from both realms; change me and
refuse me both life and death” (sed ne violem vivosque superstes | mortuaque
exstinctos, ambobus pellite regnis | mutataeque mihi vitamque necemque negate,
Ov. Met. 10.485–487).16 The notion of metamorphosis in the late
medieval assimilation of Ovid, however, was conceived in terms that
explicitly framed death as an agent of the final metamorphosis. Like a
butterfly emerging from its shell, the experience of death was under-
stood as the gateway from the confines of post-lapsarian embodiment
to the liberation of the eternal life of the soul. The extent to which
Ovidian descriptions of metamorphosis served as the template for
medieval imaginings of death can be seen in a brief quotation from the
extended description of the process of dying recounted in the De
meditatione mortis of Jean Gerson, chancellor of the University of Paris
and ally of Christine de Pizan in the famous Querelle de la Rose.17

Gerson’s Latin text also survives in a Middle French version, evidence
of the diverse audience, both lay and clerical, to which he addressed
himself; both the French and Latin texts are quoted here:

Les mains me (f)roidissent, la face me paslist, mes yeulx me tournent et
parfondissent en la teste .... Mon pouoir commence a defaillir, la bouche
me noircist, la langue me fault et mon alaine aussi. Je ne voy plus goutte.

(My hands grow cold, my face grows pale, my eyes turn backward and
are sunken in the head .... My strength grows faint, my mouth is
blackened, my tongue fails and my breath also. I cannot see at all.)

En manus incipiunt rigescere, pedes frigescere, ungues nigrescere, facies
pallescere, visus obumbrari, oculi profundari, intuitus reversari, horribilis
per omnia fieri.

(The hands begin to grow stiff, the feet to grow cold, the nails to become
black, the face to grow pale, the sight to become darkened, the eyes to
sink inward, the gaze to turn inward, dreadful in every way.)18
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It is easy to recognise the extent to which these passages echo the
step-by-step bodily transformations recounted in both Latin and ver-
nacular versions of the Ovidian text.19 Ironically, the narrator of Ger-
son’s De meditatione describes the inevitability of his descent into the
arms of death in terms of an inability to change: “It is finished,” he states,
“Metamorphosis is not possible” (Conclusum est, mutari non potest).

The third and last appearance of the term methafore in the Mutacion
de Fortune occurs, appropriately, in connection with Ovid’s Metamor-
phoses. In the course of her account of Hercules, Christine writes: “The
poets, who observed him [i.e., Hercules], portrayed his deeds in poetry;
Ovid tells of it, he who accords with the true history, speaking meta-
phorically. I don’t think to recount it all now” (Les poetes, qui l’aviserent,
| En poesie deviserent | Ses fais; Ovide en recorde, | Qui a la vraye histoire
accorde | A parler selon methafore. | Tout ne pense a recorder ore, 13913–
13918). Here, the Ovidian text (i.e., Christine’s source, the Ovide
moralisé) is described as being an example of poesie, the genre Christine
identifies in her biography of King Charles V as language that expresses
meaning “secretly” or “in shadows” (occultement or en ombre). In her
preface to Avision-Christine, as we have seen, Christine goes further,
explicitly identifying the “poets’ manner of speaking” as methafore. A
similar association of metaphor and metamorphosis appears in the
passage from the Mutacion de Fortune quoted above, where the Ovide
moralisé is said to be written selon methafore. In identifying it in this way,
using a term (methafore) not used in the Ovide moralisé itself, Christine
may possibly be drawing upon the connotations of the term as used in
the early fourteenth-century commentary on Fulgentius, the so-called
Fulgentius metaforalis of John Ridewall.20

After this discussion of the three occasions on which the term
methafore is used in the Mutacion de Fortune, it is helpful to turn to
Christine’s treatment of metamorphosis in order to show precisely how
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feld-Kosinski, Reading Myth, 113.



these two are related in her use of figurative language. Christine’s
depiction of metamorphosis is founded on that found in the Ovide
moralisé, where metamorphosis is presented not as a change from one
thing into another, but rather a change where the outside comes to
resemble the inside. To put it another way, in the Ovide moralisé,
metamorphosis is simply the process by which the outer form comes to
reflect the inner form. Such a notion of metamorphosis differs signifi-
cantly from that found in Ovid’s own Metamorphoses, in ways that can
be only briefly sketched out in these pages.21 The main difference
concerns the place of the metamorphosis within the unfolding of time.
In Ovid’s text, as Elena Theodorakopoulos has argued, metamorphosis
merely “poses as creating the sense of an ending”; it is only the apparent
“static finished state (of) both victim and story.” While the person who
undergoes the metamorphosis appears to have achieved a new state of
being, a state in which the turmoil that had initiated the metamorphosis
is resolved, in fact the suffering of the victim frequently continues.
Myrrha, for example, continues to weep even after her transformation,
and experiences the pains of labour even after assuming her new body.
Similarly, Niobe continues to weep bitter tears for her children even
after she is transformed into stone.22 The visible suffering of these victims
persists through time, almost as a memorial of the traumas that brought
these changed forms into being. Time is linear, marked by reminders of
past metamorphoses that accumulate like ripples on a stream.

In the Ovide moralisé, by contrast, the function of the metamorpho-
sis within time is rather different. The transformation of the body is the
first, almost incidental stage in a narrative that focuses primarily on the
continuation of the metamorphosis; that is, what Renate Blumenfeld-
Kosinski identifies as the Ovidian work of the compiler, who “meta-
morphoses meanings rather than creatures.”23 In the Ovide moralisé, each
transformation serves as the seed, as it were, that gives rise to a whole
series of allegorical interpretations. Repeatedly, the writer states “the
fable signifies” such and such; then, he adds, “let us expound the fable
differently.” He goes on to add, “The fable also signifies…” such and
such. In each case, the metamorphosis moves outward into a whole
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constellation of allegorical significations, sometimes even significations
which are contradictory, having opposite moral valences. Instead of the
linearity of Ovid’s narrative, nested within nodes of retold narratives,
we find explosions of multiple significances growing out of each
transformation. Correspondingly, instead of the linear flow of time, we
find a very different temporality, marked by the invariable reference of
each metamorphosis into the atemporal realm of moral certitude, based
on the eternal truths dictated by God, who stands outside of time.

This aspect of the Ovide moralisé deserves emphasis, for it is
fundamental to the assimilation of the Ovidian notion of metamorphosis
into Christian salvation history. The author begins his work with a
commentary on the opening lines of Ovid’s text, explicating the opening
lines of the Metamorphosis. He writes, “Now I wish to begin my material.
Ovid says, ‘My heart wishes to speak of the forms that were changed
into new bodies’” (Or vueil comencier ma matire. | Ovides dist: ‘Mes cuers
vieult dire | Les formes qui muees furent | En nouviaux cors,’ 71–74).24 The
author corrects those who interpret Ovid as referring to bodies that were
changed into new forms for, he says, “There was never – nor ever will
be – any body that received a new form” (il n’iert encors | Ne ne pooit
estre nul cors | Qui nove forme receüst, 85–87). He recalls how Ovid
invoked his gods for aid in beginning his poem and accordingly invokes
the Christian God – who, significantly, is also presented as a god who
can change his form at will. There are three persons of the Trinity who,
he says, “wisely changed themselves, for the Son wished to go from the
heavens to the earth, and become a real man, in order to save the lost
people” (sensiblement se muerent, | Quar li Filz vault des cieulz venir | Au
monde, et vrais homs devenir, | Pour sauver les homes peris, 120–123).
Similarly, the Holy Spirit was changed into “the form of a dove” (forme
columbine, 126). It is crucial to note, however, that these divine changes
are not part of a linear motion from one state of being to another but
rather representative of a divinity that can maintain more than one
identity in a single essence. As the anonymous author of the Ovide
moralisé puts it: “These three persons … can be very well seen in three
divided semblances: without dividing their unity, and without changing
their divinity, they changed themselves in a moment in three guises,
wisely [or, “in a way apparent to the senses”]” (Ces trois personnes... |
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...bien porent estre avisees | En trois samblances devisees: | Sans deviser lor
unité, | Et sans muer lor deïté, | Se muerent en un moment | En trois guises
sensiblement, 133–140). Here, metamorphosis is far from being an end
state, or a culmination; instead, it is suspended, eternally, in the paradox
of Christian divinity.

This suspension is also evident in the individual transformations
recounted in the Ovide moralisé, where the metamorphosis of the
individual is extended, through allegorical interpretation, into the eter-
nal domain of salvation history. Thus the figure of Clytie, for example,
who loved the Sun so much that she betrayed her own sister Leukathoe,
is changed into a flower which endlessly gazes at the sun, adoring what
she cannot have. Clytie, the author of the Ovide moralisé informs us,
signifies those who are envious; in addition, she signifies “Judaism,
which always works and schemes in order to torment Holy Church,
which God holds dear, and loves, and holds close” (Judaïme, | Qui toute
se font et saïme | Pour l’exaucement sainte Yglise, | Que Diex tient chiere et
aime et prise, 4.1826–1829). Here, Leukathoe appears as a figurative
representation of the beloved Church, Clytie as a figure of the spurned
lover Synagoga.25 For Clytie, her inner longing for Apollo, which causes
her “to constantly turn her face toward the sun, whichever way he faces”
(tout jors flec(hier) sa face | Vers le soleil, quel tour qu’il face, 1472–1473)
leads to her metamorphosis: her outer form comes to resemble her inner
form, so that she becomes a flower that “always turns its face toward the
sun, whichever way he goes” (Tous jours a sa face tournee | Vers le soleil,
quel part qu’il aille, 1483–1484). Paradoxically, the mutacion or change
reveals the truth hidden beneath the superficial appearance: as a heliot-
ropic flower, Clytie shows her true nature far more clearly than she did
as an embodied woman.

This notion of metamorphosis, where outer form comes to reflect
the inner form, was taken up from the Ovide moralisé by Christine de
Pizan, and is exemplified in the central metamorphosis of her Mutacion
de Fortune. There, Christine describes how she was changed from a
woman into a man, her outer form coming to resemble the inner form
as her masculine mind served as the basis of her new body. At the same
time, however, Christine explicitly states that this transformation is true
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only insofar as it is methafore. By doing this, she defines a relationship
between metamorphosis and metaphor: just as in metamorphosis a thing
is transferred from one form to another, so in metaphor a word is
transferred from one meaning to another. The following few paragraphs
will attempt to sketch out this relationship in more detail, arguing that,
in Christine’s use of allegory, changes in body reveal personal essence
just as changes in language (the encoding into figurative language, or
poesie, and its subsequent decoding) reveal truth.

It is significant that the term methafore appears in the Mutacion de
Fortune only three times: first, in connection with Christine’s own
metaphorical transformation; second, in reference to Atropos; third, in
reference to the Ovidian narrative itself. The first case is special because
it is through this transformation that Christine’s endeavour – narrating
the historical “changes” wrought by Fortune – is authorised. The second
is special because Atropos presides over the final earthly transformation,
a transformation which is inherently paradoxical. The paradox of Atro-
pos is, of course, the fact that she simultaneously admits human beings
both into death and into life: she opens the door not only to corporeal
death, but (for the faithful) to the eternal life of the spirit. Paradox is
central not only to the work of Atropos, cutting the spun thread, but to
the work of the writer, spinning the thread of the tale. It is particularly
central to the work of the allegorist, for allegory has at its centre
“enigma”; that is, in Aristotle’s definition of enigma, hidden meaning
expressed  through  paradox.26 In  the Mutacion de Fortune, Christine
replaces the older conception of metaphor as simply the basic element
of allegory with a new conception of metaphor as metamorphosis, in
which literal transformation makes manifest paradoxes that are normally
invisible. This theory of allegory is clearly related to the poesie of the
Ovide moralisé, in which (as Christine puts it) the allegorised text is said
to correspond to la vraye histoire insofar as it is methafore (13916–13917).
Christine’s own declared indebtedness to the Ovide moralisé, along with
her telling use of the term methafore with reference to it, suggests strongly
that her elaboration of the relationship between metaphor and meta-
morphosis is grounded on her understanding of the process of allegoresis
enacted in the Ovide moralisé.

I have argued elsewhere that, by the late fourteenth century, allegory
had come to be much less of a privileged mode of conveying meaning than
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it had been during the earlier Middle Ages. The use of vision as a figurative
representation of the acquisition of knowledge had largely fallen into disuse,
and a number of changes in the genre of allegory had taken place. Many
of these changes relate to the use of personification: they include minimi-
sation of the difference between human narrator and superhuman personi-
fication; more frequent coining of new personifications; increased emphasis
on the personality (including gender) of the personification; and combina-
tion of personifications with classical gods and even with real, historical
figures.27 Together with these very substantial changes we must include
Christine’s treatment of metaphor as a species of allegory. Unlike other
medieval writers, Christine distinguishes between allegory and allegoresis
(what is sometimes called “imposed allegory,” where a figurative meaning
is imposed – by force, if necessary – on a text not originally composed as
an allegory). Christine consistently refers to allegoresis as allegorie, as in her
Epistre Othéa.28 Her own writing of what we would call allegory, however,
she describes as poesie, that is, the writing of poets. At times, she refers to
such poetic language as methafore, which she explicitly posits as a form of
figurative writing that, like allegory, is conceived of in terms of the
dichotomy of light and darkness, where light represents knowledge. This
notion of metaphor, however – unlike allegory – is explicitly grounded on
the notion of change, and on the phenomenon of metamorphosis.

This article marks just the first, tentative step in an effort to probe
more deeply into Christine’s understanding of change (focusing particu-
larly on her depictions of alchemy in the Avision-Christine and her brief
commentaries on Aristotle’s Metaphysics, appearing in the Avision and in
the biography of King Charles V) in order to understand how, for
Christine, metamorphosis could serve as a theoretical model for the use
of figurative language. In addition, such a study might also shed light on
the use of the Metamorphoses by another late medieval author – Chaucer
– who frequently summarises the stories from Ovid’s marvellous text,
but always leaves out one tiny little detail: that is, the metamorphosis
itself.
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